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REFLECTIONS OF THE PAST
The story begins with Subbamma, who trusted God despite her hardships.
When she was six, she was married to a man as a child bride. That would
be like someone in 1st class having a husband! She worked hard doing
work as an Untouchable, all the while craving the love of a father and

mother. Little did she know, she had a Father in Heaven guiding her to a life
that would leave an amazing legacy: Riverside School.

Subamma‘s circumstances as an Untouchable led her to consider drowning herself, but as she stood one
day at the banks of the Godavari River, God intervened.

A missionary named Charles Whitehouse was there, and he listened to Subbamma’s story. She had failed

to have children and was treated poorly by her in-laws and employers. Whitehouse led her to put her faith in
Jesus Christ and encouraged her not to give up.

This encounter was the day that changed her life. The couple became the first followers of Christ in Mori
and greatly blessed by the missionary education that they received. They fled to Burma to escape local

persecution and put their skills to work. Since Anandham could now add and subtract numbers, he took on
a job as a payroll supervisor at a shipping port in Burma.

While in Burma, Subbamma was blessed with four children. During this period she started five businesses
(Garments/Textiles, Pickling, Micro-financing, Groceries and Restaurant/Food Services). She prospered

immensely and helped businesses back at home through her export-import trade. Her profitable businesses
enabled them to send funds to India to construct the first church in Mori. They later replaced their simple
thatched house made of mud walls with a tile house with brick walls, the first ever in the village.

The second world war destroyed their town in Burma. Anandham & Subbamma lost everything they earned.
After returning to Mori as refugees, Mr. Whithouse helped Subbamma to start a lace export business to

England. The business prospered and she soon became the largest employer in the village. Subbamma
learned the art of midwifery from literature provided by Mr. Whitehouse and extended her care to local

women in labor. She encountered many destitute women and children therefore she opening up her home
and started an orphanage. Through the church she and Anandham founded, she established a feeding

program for the poor. Her belief in education led to her starting the first school in Mori to help these local
children. Subbamma and Anandham never dreamed that their efforts would be the seeds that one day
launch Riverside School and the Subamma Christian Hospital, two generations later.
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VISIONS OF THE FUTURE
Subbamma’s grandson, Solomon Darwin, had a
vision of what Mori could become. It all started

when Subbamma passed away. She lived in the

U.S. in her later years, but Solomon brought her

to be laid to rest in Mori. At her funeral, Solomon

adopted Subbamma’s vision for ministry as his own.
Subbamma’s son, Dr. Solomon Nalli Raju, started

the Project India Compassion Trust in 1976. Twenty
years later, in June 1996, Solomon Darwin founded
Riverside School. Twenty years later, 2015-16,

the school is fruitful. Riverside School has more

students than ever before, highly trained teachers

from all over India, and a generation of successful

leaders are emerging out of Riverside. Subbamma’s
humble beginning and vision continues today: to
make the Name of Christ known in India.

Riverside School stands today as an impressive

and unshakable structure - a beautiful three-story
building towering over the area. Engraved on the

building’s foundation stone were the words “Rock

of Ages”. The school is the most impressive feature
in Mori. But what is more impressive is the flow of

450 students flooding in every day, eager to learn,
envisioning their own bright futures. First, they all

line up for the morning assembly to lift up the Name
of Jesus and acknowledge Him as Lord and Savior

of the world. As the children conclude their prayers,
the elegantly dressed and loving teachers carefully
escort their students to their classrooms to begin
their daily interaction.

This setting and routine that happens is no accident
– it was a plan conceived in the mind of God long
before, and many years of preparation have gone
into it. There is a wonderful story behind it.
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TODAY’S MISSION

Subbamma had no place of her own in the community, yet the legacy she left behind created a place
in Mori for students and their families to be accepted. Project India Compassion Trust, now run by
Chairman Darwin, operates with a distinct mission. Riverside School exists:

•

To provide the best possible education to all students without distinction of caste, creed,
religion, or economic status.

•

To provide for the spiritual needs of the children that come to the school, so that they may be

introduced to the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ. The evangelistic work of introducing Christ
is the main focus of the school and every member of the staff is expected to be sympathetic
towards it.

•

To provide opportunities for men and women to serve Christ by instructing children through
modeling servanthood leadership and self-sacrifice.

•
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To develop leaders of tomorrow through a Christ-centered education.

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

PROF. SOLOMON DARWIN
Chairman
Project India

PROF. MATT SANDERS
International Principal
Riverside School

SAILO BONGTE, MBA (USA) JOICE LAZHSAN, MBA (USA)
Principal, Director of Alum Relations
Administrator,
Project India
Riverside School

REV. KMG VIJAYAM
Chief Functionary
Project India

KISHORE BABU YELURI
Vice Principal
Riverside School

DR. VEERA RAJU, MD
Medical Superintendent,
Subamma Christian Hospital

MARTHA NALLI
Manager of Support Operations
Project India

Home of Charles Whitehouse, the first missionary to the region.
Right: Dr. Raju, founder of Project India, born as a result of Charles
Whitehouse’s prayers.
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RIVERSIDE SCHOOL
OUR VISION
To provide exceptional education in the sub-continent through an international school with
cross-cultural and international exchange programs.

OUR EMBLEM
•
•
•

The Book : Represents the Word of Knowledge
The Candle : Represents the Light of the World

The Star : The Seal of King Solomon, that of Wisdom

OUR GOALS
•
•
•

To provide the highest standard of curriculum through a blending of Indian and Ame rican
educational concepts.

To equip students to deal with issues of the global community through a course of study
enhanced with multi-cultural elements.

To promote the highest standards of self-discipline and character through emphasis on
Biblically-based ethical and moral expectations.

OUR MISSION
“To Make His Name Known”

OUR COMMITMENT
To provide attention, love and care for children entrusted to us in the spirit of Christ.
Help for the qualified underprivileged children through future scholarships.

MANAGEMENT
•
•
•

Chairman: Professor Solomon Darwin, University of California, Berkeley, California

International Principal: Professor Matt Sanders, Azusa Pacific University, California

School Board: Randy Thompson, Solomon Darwin, Matt Sanders, Jeff Shultz & Marion Pyle

LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Professor Solomon Darwin
University of California,

Berkeley, California, USA

Email: chairman@projectindia.org
Dear Parents,
We greet and welcome you to Riverside School. The standards for Riverside School are set for

international accreditation and approval. Our school is a member of the Association of Christian

Schools International, U.S.A., an international accreditation agency. The objective of Riverside School

is to prepare students for acceptance into the finest American and European schools and universities.
Our affiliation with one of the finest private school systems in the United States, the Woodcrest

Christian School System, is the first step in this direction. Our faculty will continually work with our
international principal, Professor Matt Sanders in California, in curriculum development to achieve
academic excellence.

Today, from a very early age, children are needing to deal with issues of global community in

relationship to their own. We wish to enhance our program with inter-cultural and cross-cultural

elements as the East and the West are rapidly coming together through trade and commerce. Our

goal is to produce students with a global outlook for tomorrow’s multi-cultural world economy. We

expect to achieve this through the intercultural exchange programs of students and teachers between
Indian and American schools.

In this 21st century, the tools of instruction are no longer the book and the pen; knowledge flows

freely through mobile devices and laptop computers through the internet. Computer education at

our school begins at an early age at Riverside. Our objective is to maintain and continually upgrade
our computer labs to create a rich learning environment for students. In 1997, our school was the

first in India to develop and launch its own independent web page on the Internet and establish an

E-mail facility. We strive to continue to be on the cutting edge in the use of technology and teaching
methods through interactive learning.

Our aspiration is to produce men and women of nobility that will make a significant contribution to

humanity at large. We are committed to develop within every student qualities of greatness that can

only come from the fear of God. We expect every graduate of our institution to be a high achiever and
a person of compassion and gentle character like that of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. We look
forward to developing your children for the world tomorrow.
Sincerely Yours,

Solomon N. Darwin
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LETTER FROM INTERNATIONAL PRINCIPAL
Matthew Sanders

Adj. Professor, Azusa Pacific University
Azusa, California, USA

Email: Principal@ProjectIndia.org
Greetings to our Parents in India!
I would like to take this opportunity to give you a very warm welcome to Riverside Christian School
in Mori.

Our objective is to provide your children with an excellent, broad curriculum that will prepare them for

a fine university education anywhere in the world. At Riverside, we hold our teachers and students to
the highest standards of both academic and moral excellence. Our students earn consistently high
scores on the state tests, and have won state-wide awards in Andhra Pradesh. With this training,

most of our students go on to succeed in University and beyond. Many of our students have become
very successful in their careers in engineering, medicine, dentistry and law. A good number of them
have gone abroad and are serving in other countries.

We also place great emphasis on character development at Riverside. This training is geared toward

developing attentiveness, obedience, responsibility, and kindness in the lives of students. The loving
discipline given by our teachers directs the students toward maturity and Christ-like character.

Mr. Y.S. Michael, who attended Riverside from K - 7th Standard, is an excellent example of the results
of our training. According to his own words, when he was a child he was cruel to the other students,
and treated his teachers terribly. His teachers were patient and kind to him, though, and taught him

about character and the way of Christ. This summer, at the age of 24, Michael returned to Riverside
school and volunteered to help with our summer program. Michael is a delightful person, and he

credits Riverside School and the lessons he learned here with his transformation. He has earned an
MBA, and has just taken a job with FlipKart in Hyderabad.

This kind of change is only possible because of the excellent work of our teachers, of whom I am
very proud. During each of the past five years, my team and I have returned to India to conduct

ongoing teacher training at Riverside to insure that our teachers have both the skills and the heart to
teach and lovingly train each student at Riverside. We plan to continue this investment at Riverside
for many years to come.
Sincerely,

Matthew Sanders

International Principal
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LETTER FROM RIVERSIDE PRINCIPAL
Joice Lazhsan

Principal & Director of Alumni Relations
Kerala, India

Email: Principal@ProjectIndia.org
Dear Parents,
It is a great honor to serve your children in mentoring and nurturing them on our campus. My
faculty and staff are fully committed to developing your children to achieve their full potential

through individual attention. Riverside school prides itself in building strong student-teacher-parent

relationship to achieve our objective in the best interest of the child. We foster in our children a good

sense of basic life skills and critical thinking abilities as a part of their leaning process. Our entire staff

is dedicated to continuous learning through professional development and use of school achievement
data to discover the most effective ways to teach our students. We have high expectations from our
students and our teachers through trust, hard work, and positive reinforcement.

I have been in the teaching profession for over 16 years and close to eight years here at Riverside
School. I strongly believe that parent and community partnerships are an essential piece to the

success of a school. Riverside school is a special place! The academic and extracurricular excellence
we provide to our students and community continues to be our top priority.

Please reach me at principal@projectindia.org or on my personal line at 08862226492
Joice Lazhsan
Principal
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LETTER FROM ADMINISTRATOR
Sailo A. Bongte

Administrator, Project India
Manipur, India

Email: Principal@ProjectIndia.org
Dear Families,
Greetings from Riverside.
I take this opportunity to thank you for giving me the privilege to work with you and your children in our
school. I am from Manipur, a state in Northeast India and I had worked previously with students in the
USA and Canada. I have completed my Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts at the University of Delhi.

As we look forward to celebrating the 20th anniversary of our school, I am impelled to talk with many of
our student’s parent to learn what they value about our school. I loved their responses which pointed

back to the core mission of our Christ-Centered education, our commitment to academic excellence and
the reinforcement of the values they teach at home. It is such a blessing to serve the Lord, Jesus Christ,
through being part of a Christian education at Riverside School.

I believe the school as a Christ-Centered team and together with the support of the parents can
accomplish great things for our children that will impact our village and society. It is our heart to

encourage students to passionately pursue Christ, be intellectually engaged, and empower them with
their fullest God-given potential in life. Together, as partners, we can lead our children in a growth
process that will help them stand firm for His glory while achieving academic excellence.

My prayer is that our children will see the teachers, administration and parents working in unity and make
a positive impression upon their hearts. As the Bible says “Train up a child in the way he should go: and
when he is old, he will not depart from it”. It is my prayer that you will see the immense benefits of a
Christ-Centered, academically excellent education for your child.

I take this opportunity to invite you to visit Riverside School and ask questions so that you can capture for
yourself a picture of the quality of education and vision of our school.

Please feel free to call me at my office: 08862-226492, 226892 or write to me at bongtesailo@gmail.com.
I look forward to meeting you.
Simply His,

Sailo A. Bongte (MA, MBA)
Administrator
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SMALL BEGINNINGS FOR AN ETERNAL PURPOSE
A PURPOSEFUL JOURNEY IN BUILDING HIS KINGDOM

Sir Arthur Cotton arrives in Godavari. “Going through the famine and cyclone-ravaged
districts of Godavari, Cotton was distressed by the sight of famished people of the
Godavari districts. It was then that he put in process his ambitious plans to harness the
waters of the mighty Godavari River for the betterment of the humanity.”

1850

While building irrigation systems to turn the parched desolate land into the bread basket
of South India, he invites missionaries to offer education and clinics to empower and bless
the people.
Many missionaries respond-one among them was Charles Whitehouse of
Chakalapalem near Mori. He and his colleagues start home schools and teach
people to read and write and provide skills in basic math, midwifery, nursing etc.

1898

Nalli Anandham and his wife Subbamma are blessed by the missionary
education, and become the first Christ followers in Mori. They flee to Burma
to escape local persecution and put their skills to work.

1926

Anandham puts his math skills to use and takes on a job as a
payrollaccountant at a shipping port in Burma.
Subbamma, after being blessed with children, starts five businesses.
She prospers immensely and helps communities at home in Mori
through her import-export businesses.

1942

The First Mori School

1966
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Feeding Program

Anandham & Subbamma return to Mori as refugees
as a result of the 2nd World War during which they lost
everything they earned. Subbamma starts lace export
business to UK with the help of Whitehouse. She becomes
the largest employer in the village. Subbamma serves
as the village midwife and starts an orphanage to help
destitute women and children and establishes a feeding
program for the poor through the church her husband
founded. She believes in education and starts the first
school in Mori to help the children in the community.

Subbamma’s eldest son, Dr. Solomon Raju, earns his PhD in Andhra
University. He is the first underprivileged man in the State to accomplish
this. University of California, USA, invites him as a scientist. Being blessed
in the United States, Dr. Raju establishes Project India Compassion Trust in
1986 to continue the good work of his mother. Upon Subbamma’s passing in
1988, Dr. Raju hands over the mission to his eldest son, Solomon Darwin.

1995

Solomon & Amy Darwin
start the school. Randy
Thompson, the founding
International Principal
institutes Christ-Centered
Academics into the core
curriculum.

1996

Solomon Darwin arrives
1996 in Mori with his
new wife, Amy. They
are warmly welcomed
by the local community.
The school project
begins. Paul Bryant
joins later to help with
the school building.

2002

Hon. Speaker of the House, Mr.Balayogi Indian Parliament, opens
the residential premises.

Subbamma Hospital opens in 2004 to
serve the community.
Prof. Matt Sanders builds on the foundation
Randy Thompson has laid and expands the
spiritual equipping of the children, teachers
and community. Summer teams and pastor
conferences begin.

2009

2015

2015

Riverside School,
gets recognized
by the Chief
Minister of Andhra
Pradesh.
Prime Minister of India applauds Professor Darwin’s
efforts at UC Berkeley for more start-ups in India.

2016

2016

President of India
invites Prof. Darwin to
share about inclusive
educational methods.
Darwin also presents
his proposal for
building smart villages
for India’s betterment

Chief Minister appoints Prof. Darwin as Chief
Innovation Officer and Academic Advisor for
AP Government, an honorary position.

To date: Riverside graduates have all achieved high standing and gone on to become doctors, engineers, scientists
and other professionals serving across the world including the Silicon Valley to the glory of God.
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OUR CARING TEACHERS

JOICE LAZHSAN

KISHORE BABU YELURI

B.com, MBA
Principal,classes 1-10

MA, B.Ed, TPT, B.Li.Sc
Vice Principal, classes 1-10

RAMADEVI THADI

PRINCE B

SASI KIRAN

BA
PET, classes 1-10

Pre Degree,music
Music, classes 1-9

MBA
Computers, classes 1-9
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INDIRA THOTA

TRESAMMA JOSEPH

RAMBABU SUNKARA

Bsc.B.Ed (M.A)
Biology, classes 6-10

MA English Literature
English, classes 6-10

B.Com (B.Ed)
Social Studies, classes 6-10

GANAPATHI RAO GEDDADA

RAJESH SARELLA

RAMYA POTHURAJU

Ma Hindi, HPT
Hindi, classes 6-10

B.Tech (EEE)
Physics, classes 6-10

M.Tech (CSC)
Math, classes 6-10

GANJI JENNY

PUSHPA MAITY

SARAH SUNEETHA GEDDAM

B.Sc, B.Ed
Science, classes 1-5

NTTC
All, LKG ( teacher on leave)

BA.B.Ed
Telugu, classes 1-5
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LAKSHMI NEDHUNURI

JESSIE RAJAKUMARI J

PHOLKAN LUKHU

BA.B.Ed (HPT)
Hindi, classes 1-5

TTC
Math, classes 1-5

BA
Music, classes 1-9

ELSU MATHEW

MERY K THOMAS

ANEESHA INJETI

N.TTC
Science,classes 1-5

BA.TTC
All, UKG

B.Sc
All, UKG

JEEVANA JYOTHI KOLLABATHULA

VIJAYA LAKSHMI CHEVVAKULA

SUMALATHA PODDOKU

B.Com
All, LKG

BA
All, LKG

MA.B.Ed
English, classes 1-5
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JOHN

NAHUM

SUPRIYA

Principal’s Assistant

School Accountant

Receptionist
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STUDENT

Life

DAY BEGINS WITH PRAYER

22

23

Sports Day Celebration.
Riverside Students play and compete at the park.
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Ms. Sharda’s Campus Shop.
Serving the children

A Day Out.
Miss Heather takes non-teaching staff out on recreation

Celebrating Easter on Campus with Martha Miss.

25

26

27

A Talented Teacher.

Parachute Madness!

Mrs. Sarah displays her smile and
the beautiful artwork she made.

Girls take their turn playing
the parachute game at VBS.

A nice surprise!
Teacher Ms. Treesamma is happy to see her former student,
Mouna Preethi, while advertising for Riverside in a nearby village.
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Ms.Aneesha laughs as she
directs G.Vishal out of a
prospective student’s house.
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MINISTRY TO THE COMMUNITY

Teams of university students from America have traveled to Mori for many years to serve for a few

weeks at the Riverside School. Beginning in 2010, Matt Sanders, Jeff Schultz, and John Cabrera led

teams each summer to conduct science fairs, summer camps, teacher training programs, and various
other activities. Starting in 2014, Project India became an official Azusa Pacific University ministry

site, with teams being sent every summer. In 2015, Simpson University joined in, sending a team of
nursing students to serve alongside the Subbamma Hospital. This summer, teams from APU and
Simpson will return, along with four other university graduates.
30

31

32

33

A BUSY RIVERSIDE SUMMER

Songs of praise resonated throughout Mori from June 1st to 5th as children came together to

participate in the Summer camps hosted by college students from America. Over 700 children attended
the “Children of Purpose” camps at different local churches; many enrolled, and as a result, many

enrolled at Riverside! The school got a makeover with new decorations and hand-painted banners in
each of the classrooms. The teachers kept busy preparing for the start of the school year by visiting

homes to attract new admissions. It resulted in positive relationships with the surrounding communities.
Clearly, it was a busy summer for Riverside teachers and their American guests.

What did you do during your Summer Vacation?
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Warm Welcome.
Excitement and humidity fill the air as Chairman Darwin and Ms. Joice introduce
the staff at the morning assembly. That was followed by prayer for the start of the year.
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HELLOS & GOODBYES

Students said “hello” to the start of a
new school year on June 15, just as

the American teams from Azusa Pacific

University and Simpson University had to

say “goodbye.” The teams were determined
to make their day with the students count.
They hosted seminars on manhood and

womanhood. The 6th grade boys won a

contest at the manhood seminar to list the
most valuable traits of a “real man.” Some
memorable answers were to “respect

women,” “work hard,” and “love Jesus.”
The girls got to spend time encouraging

one another. Pastor Kay taught them about
the beauty and value of the soul, which

will never fade away. Both groups got to
learn about the science of their bodies

from medical presentations by the Simpson
Team. At the close of the day, the farewell
ceremony began. With an official march

from the house captains and a sentimental
presentation of the Indian flag, the teams

felt honored at the event. Teachers shared
their gratitude and expressed sorrowful
goodbyes. It was an unforgettable day!
Sad Goodbyes.
Ms. Suvarna embraces Natalie Thomas at the farewell ceremony.
Natalie loved Riverside so much that she wished she didn’t have to
go back to America.
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An Memorable Gift.

A Day to Smile About!

Pastors Gerry and Kay Wilson are presented with the Indian Flag
as a reminder to always keep the people of India in their prayers.

Francine Carmazzi from the medical team gives Sukumar a
dental kit as he gets onto the bus.

A Healthier School.

Saree to Go!

After teaching at the seminar,
Ashleigh Higginbotham gives Chaitanya
a dental kit for good health.

Rachel Hinrichsen, Shelby Olin, Natalie Thomas from the American
teams pose with Yadla Shavan Michael in the beautiful sarees they
bought in Malkipuram.
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RIVERSIDE PRIDE

The Four Houses at Riverside represent values that unite students in Christ:

38

PURITY

“Let no one despise your youth, but set an example in purity.”
1 Timothy 4:12

CHARITY

“Above all, have charity among yourselves, for charity covers
over a multitude of sins.” I Peter 4:8

HONESTY

“I have no greater joy than knowing my children are walking in
truth.” III John 1:4

NOBILITY

“Take thought for what is noble in the sight of all.” Romans 12: 17

Spirited Speeches.
Each House Captain represents Riverside School with a speech that explains their House Flag.
The National Anthem was the soundtrack to this memorable event.
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SUBBAMMA CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL

Our caring hospital staff serves the students and teachers
at Riverside School, and the surrounding communities in

Mori. At Subbamma Christian Hospital we are blessed with

the most qualified doctors, dentist, nurses, pharmacist and
on-site staff.

SAILO, ADMINISTRATOR

DR. VEERA RAJU, DOCTOR

DR. ANUSA, DENTIST

ANIL, ACCOUNTANT

DEVEENA, PHARMACIST

KUMARI, NURSE

AKSA, NURSE
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RAHELU, HEAD NURSE

SATYANARAYANA, LAB TECH.

USHA, NURSE

VIJAY KUMAR, SURGICAL NURSE

WILLIAM, RECEPTIONIST

MOUNIKA, NURSE
41

HEALTHY SMILES

The month of July started with an exciting event: free dental consultations! Going to a school with a

hospital on campus has its benefits. Dr. Singh, Dr. Adil, Dr. Anusha, and dentist interns performed oral
checkups on all the students. Most students felt nervous and shy, but many students were laughing

and feeling silly having their mouth hang open in front of classmates. For the students with a clean bill
of health, the initial nerves turned into relief. For the students that had oral health problems, they did

not need to worry for long. The checkup awarded them a discount on their treatments at the hospital,
where they could go get help easily. With such great dental care available, the students of Riverside
have a reason to proudly show their smiles.
42

Line Up!
A long line of students nervously await their dental checkups with Dr. Anusha and Dr. Adil.
Everyone soon realized that an oral exam was nothing to fear!

43
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Simpson University, School of Nursing: Provides training to local nursing students.
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WHEN I GROW UP

Students at Riverside School dream of becoming successful adults. They want a bright future

and are motivated to serve and love others. Here we feature a few students at Riverside with big
goals, big dreams, and big hearts!

Providing Basic Needs.
A Heart for Healing. “I want to become a
doctor because I want to serve the people.
That is my dream.” -Swetha

46

Raising up People

Raising up Cities

“I want to be a pastor.” -David

“I want to be an engineer.” -Solomon

Providing Basic Needs.

Mighty to Save.

“I want to become a collector so that I can build big
things for the poor people in villages. God inspired me
to care for them.” -Anushka

“I will join the army so I can
save people as a soldier.” -Rahul
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CELEBRATING INDEPENDENCE DAY

Freedom seems like a basic right, yet people through history have fought for it. Whether it was Gandhi
peacefully fighting for social justice or Jhansi Lakshmibai showing her true warrior spirit, it took strong
leaders to change the world. Throughout India, freedom was the topic of celebration on August

15, 2015. The morning opened with a march, the flag hoisting by Mr. Sailo, and the singing of the

National Anthem. The occasion featured students dressed as historical figures as a way to honor their
contributions to freedom. Many prayers, songs, and speeches were given to celebrate Independence
Day. Mr. Rambabu gave a speech outlining all the history leading up to freedom, putting the day into
the right perspective. Afterwards, students displayed their talents with songs and traditional dance.

Next, a heartfelt goodbye was given for the visitors from University of California, Berkeley. Finally, the

winners for the school Art Competition were announced. Surely, Independence Day was meaningful to
all the Riverside students as they grow into their roles as future leaders in the nation.

48

Honoring the Flag.
India’s history is rich with influential leaders, as acted
out by Vijitha and Sanjana. These historical characters
accompanied Mr. Sailo to the flag hoisting ceremony.

49

Praying for India.
A few talented 4th graders sing in front of their peers. The song was
a blessing to India, asking God to let all Indian people know Jesus.

Capturing the Whole Picture.
Students participated in a drawing competition. Above are the top 3 finalist out of 31 entries. They used the yearbook theme as their
inspiration: Reflections of the Past, Visions of the Future. Students showed the campus in its true light. Each simple yet breathtaking work
was accompanied by a story. Miss Carly Hansen honored the students and announced the winners on Independence Day.
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PORTRAITS

52
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Anusha Thote

GRADE
CLASS

Bannu Addala
Cherisha Voguri
Hemanth Rapaka

Jayanth Rapaka
Kishore Rapaka
Mighty Agnes Nalli

Mounisha Choppala
Nishi Jellela
Parly Rufina Ruth Jillela
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Paulson Ganta
Prem Kiwin Nalli
Rahul Ratan Kollabathula

Rajesh Ravuri
Rakesh Matthi
Ramkee Mattai

Shiny Sowjanya Kombathula
Srujan Nalli
Sumalatha Pindi

Swetha Korukonda
Vasundhra Devi Punnala
Vignesh Bodapati
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57
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Akhil Matta

GRADE
CLASS

Amulya Ganta
Aravindh Kollabathula
Asher Nalli

Chaitanya Dondapati
Harshitha Injeti
Jaya Surya Nalli

Jemima Kaligithi
Judy Nethala
Jyothika Rapaka
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Karan Teja Rapaka
Nani Akana
Naveen Chinta

Praneeth Rapaka
Prasanth Undru
Ranjith Opeer Nalli

Ratna Praneetha Peayyala
S.S.C.V. Naidu Addala
Samual Joy Gedela

Santhosh Kumar Ponamanda
Sirisha Padavala
Sreeshta Chevvakula
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Swarna Kumari Ganta
Thanush Reddy Sarella
Vijitha Nalli

60

61

8

GRADE
CLASS

Christina Sarella
David Wesly Bunga
Deepthi Yadla

Jaswanth Peddapati
Karthik Kumar Patta
Keerthi Dodda

Manasa Ravuri
Mercy Joy Adabala
Prasanth Nalli
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Pujitha Nagajyothi Golla
Raja Opeer Nalli
Reena Matta

Roshini Rapaka
Sanju Geddem
Solman Stanley Bunga

Sunanda Jillela
Unmesh Balla
Vanitha Priyadarsvhini
Balla

Venkata Naga Sai Arava
Vikas Adidala
Yeswanth Illingi
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7

GRADE
CLASS

Ajay Babu Puchchakayala
Akhil Ganta
Anusha Yadla

B.V.N. Varma Vanama
Chinni Mutyala
David Sarella

Harsha Vardhan Rapaka
Hema Sruthi Mutyali
Jessica Sarella
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Jyothi Eda
Karthik Deva
Kishore Thadala

Naresh Addala
Nikhil Kumar Raavi
Prem Manohar Chevvakula

Remisha Golla
Ritesh Yadla
Sai Manikanta Male

Sanjay Dondapati
Shanmuka Priya Cherukota
Sidhu Siddartha Roy Ganta
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Sirisha Tumu
Sisly Beera
Sowmya Sri Illingi

Sridhar Rapaka
Subbaraju Chodisetti
Subinpaul Dondapati

Sujatha Golla
Sujith Medidi
Sumanth Nalli

Sylas Vinny Pyadavalli
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6

GRADE
CLASS

Anusha Katikireddy
Anushka Injeti
Bharat Chevvakula

Chaitanya Nalli
David Raj Nalli
Gowri Pallavi Noundru

Isaac Chevvakula
Janaki Undapalli
Jashuva Medidi
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Jeevan Ganta
Jessy Angel Konala
Jessy Rishitha Kollabathula

John Paul Diddla
Lilly Nalli
Mahima Medidi

Manil Kumar Gidugu
Prabhanya Chevvakula
Prem Chand Nalli

Rajeev Rapaka
Raji Kusanapudi
Ratnashkar Babu Peyyala
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Sam Prakash Undru
Selina Rapaka
Sharon Tadi

Sowmya Rapaka
Srihitha Myla
Subbamma Chellaboina

Surya Prakash Addala
Surya Teja Dondapati
Sushma Sri Medidi

Vinesh Rapaka
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LUNCH TIME
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73

5

GRADE
CLASS

Abhishek Medidi
Christin Bunga
Dakshayani Male

Dhoni Babu Tote
Franklin Joe Bommidi
Harika Vanamali

Jasmine Gogulamanda
John Chriswell Chevvakula
Joseph Kiran Andraju
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Joseph Raj Nalli
Joshmitha Vardhan Rapaka
Kamala Sri Tadi

Keshika Gudala
Leeson Rapaka
Livin Eliyazar Golla

Mahima Chevvakula
Manasa Viparthi
Mani Akash Rapaka

Manojini Rakadi
Mouni Thote
Paulson Sarella
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Praneeth Choppala
Prashanth Eda
Prizee Nalli

Raj Bhushan Undru
Rishitha Beera
Royal Das Nalli

Royan Geddam
Sanjana Angel Injeti
Smily Nalli

Srujan Dondapati
Sujay Tadi
Sukumar Kollabathula
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Sundar Kanati
Vinay Golla
Vincy Chevvakula

Vinisha Ganta
Vinod Jillela
Yesu Ratnam Nalli
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4

Abhishek Chevvakula

GRADE
CLASS

Abhishek John Dodda
Abhishek Paul Jillela
Abnair Bunga

Alekhya Dondapati
Angel Nalli
Balla Kishore Noundruv

Charan Aravav
Bethestha Chevvakula
Blessy Evangeline Digumarthi
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Charan Kadali
Daniel Raj Bunga
Dina Karan Nalli

Esther Nalli
Evangeline Pedapati
Gayathri P

Hema Mani Madireddy
Hemanth Geddam
Jerusha Chinta

John Wesley Nalli
Kavya Chevvakula
Krish Shasank Vipart
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Little Babu Rapaka
Navyaka Rapaka
Nishitha Bellamkonda

Rajya Sri Dondapati
Rakesh Koppadi
Ramya Sri Patta

Rishitha Priscilla Medidi
Rishuth Kollabathula
Sanjana Dondapati

Sathwin Ganta
Sherly Nalli
Sirisha Nalli
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Sridhar Ganta
Sruthi Beera
Subhashini Kusanapudi

Sunny Babu Inti
Vinay Katikireddy
Vivek Kollabathula
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3

GRADE
CLASS

Anujna Chevvakula
Ashish Geddam
Bhanu Kunapareddi

Bhavani Kunapareddi
Blessy Geddam
Charles Wesley Nalli

Charu Hasini Gedugu
Cherishma Yadla
David Avishkar Digumarthi
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Geethika Bommisetti
Harsha Nethala
Hepsibah Pedapati

Jeevan Puligedda
Jessica Rapaka
Jeswil Ganta

Jobson Gaburi
Kavya Sri Thadi
Mamatha Choppala

Manju Pedapati
Mohan Laxmi Balaji Medidi
Moulika Peyyala
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Nandini Pilli
Naresh Achanta
Nava Kishore Balla

Nikhila Gedala
Prasanthi Rapaka
Praveena Chevvakula

Priyanka Rapaka
Sai Saranya Pulaparthi
Samuel Samprith Pilli

Satish Kunapareddi
Shaji Beera
Shavan Kumar Gudala
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Sherly Geddam
Sona Tadi
Srison Gonabanda

Surya Sri Chevvakula
Susana Rachel Jakkula
Vachin Ganta

Varshin Ganta
Vihal Raj Gondimeni
Wesley Raj Gollamandala

Esther Prince
Yashika Viparthi
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87

2

Aheera Reddy

GRADE
CLASS

Bansith Nalli
Bhaskar Krishna Katta
Charly Richard Golla

Daniel Prahasan Rokkam
Dinesh Koushik Muppartthi
Jedidiah Chevvakula

Jeevan Anand Rapaka
Joseph Kishore Nakka
Joshy Gurram
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Madhuri Gonapati
Naina Dondapati
Nicolas Nalli

Nikhil Nalli Yedla
Padma Teja Sri Rapaka
Pranam Joy Yedla

Praveen Kumar Manipatti
Preethi Chevvakula
Rebka Vatsalya Eeda

Rikwin Chelliboina
Rohith Geddam
Samson Raj Medabala
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Sandeep Gold
Sanjana Raji Bathula
Satwik Raj Kollabathula

Vyuhitha Gundumenu
Sthuthi Medidi
Suhana Golla

Sumith Palaparthi
Yesida L.S. Kasi Vishvanath
Tanoj Yadla

Mouryan Sashank
Sidhu Jillela
Sunaina Angel Dondapati

90

91

1

GRADE
CLASS

Akhil K.
Alekhya N.
Angel D.

Anvesh T.
Babu Prince
Bavya Sri Ch.

Cherishma N.
Deevan N.
Devi Cherishma G.
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Geetha Niharika Ch.
Geethika V.
Gracee R

Jaya Sheelan
Jessica P.
Jessy O.

Joice Olive G.
Josh G.
Joshua Ch.

Kuttujaan Ch.
Lathika Y.
Nava Kranthi
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Nikhila N.
Samantha R.
Sanjay

Sujin R.
Teja M.
Varshitha T.

Vinay V.
Vinod Ch.
Vivek D.

Wesley B.
Yeshwanth P.
Yuva Teja K.
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Swaraj
Twinkle Babu
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RIDING THE BUS

A Line of Their Own.
After unloading from the bus, students form lines to participate in morning prayer. While most
students stood with their classes, bus-riders got to form their own little morning assembly

community. On many days, the bus dropped students off at the beautiful grass field by the
school entrance.
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UKG

UPPER
KINDERGARTEN

Akhil G.
Abhirishi
Abhishek
Akhila

Akshaya
Amaji
Anand
Aneesh

Anji
Bala Subramanyam
Chandrakar
Christina

David Branham
GNS Srinivas
Giri Shahit
Gana Sundar
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Gnan Karan Joe
Gowtham
Jagan Siddu
Hema Sujay

Jerusha
Jessica
Jessy
Joel

Joy Kelvin
Justin
Kranthi Kumari
Laxmi Prasad

Linith Prince
M. Raju
Mani Prasad
Paulson

Prince Kumar
Prince Wesley
Raja
Rejina
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Rishika
Rojilien
Rojini
Sajini

Samuel
Sanjay
Santosh
Sasha

Satwik
Shalem Wesly
Sherly
Shiny

Shyam Kishore
Sruthi
Stephen
Subash

Surya Ganesh
Swaroopa
Sathvika
Thanishi
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Thanmai
Valsalya
Vinay
Vincy

Rheema Angel
Wesley Raj
Yesaswani
Yuvan Ra
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LKG

LOWER
KINDERGARTEN

Abhinai Rapaka
Akhira Oguri
Aksa Madari
Alviya Kollabathula

Amulya Mylabattula
Angel Tadi
Anuradha Undapalli
Balagi Vaidani

Bhonitha Naga V.S.Jawadi
Blessy Sharon Ganta
Candy Geddam
Deena Kumari Jillella

Dinesh Moka
Divya Lekhana Yenumula
Esther Jakkula
Harika Doddavarapu
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Harsha V.S. Madapati
Harshika Medidi
Immanuyellu Medidi
Jaya Veraju Karri

Jeevan Ganta
Jeremiah David John
Jeshitha Talla
John Tadi

Joel Kollabathula
Krissi Chevvakula
Kristeena Joy Bathula
Lenin Volluri

Likhitha Sravani Tirumala
Mahanthi Pedapati
Mahitha Gedela
Manoj VS.L.N. Undapalli

Mercy Koppadi
Mohithi Sai Valavala
Mojesh Gudise
Nansi M. Kollabathula
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Nikolus Jillella
Prabha Chevvakula
Prahallavi Chevvakula
Prajosha Medamala

Praneeth Daka
Prem Kumar Kodavali
Rachana Volluri
Rishon Nalli

Riya Yedla
Sandy Josh Bandela
Santosh Navagarapu
Sathvika Medidi

Shanmukha Yadida
Siddardha V.V. S. Sirigineedi
Simon Stanley Jillalla
Snehitha Devi

Spandana Nalli
Sujith Paul Chinta
Sumedha Nalli
Varsha Jones Rapaka
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Venkata J.T. Undapalli
Veneela Pedapati
Vinesh Kumar Dondapati
Yeshvanth Jonnala
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OUR SECOND HOME

Creative Classrooms: 1st graders got to enjoy a classroom with the theme “The 7 Days of Creation.”

One of the most decorated classrooms in the school is the one with the huge dinosaur mural painted
on the back wall. The class was decorated by American guests, as were almost all of the rooms in
the school.
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Space Adventure
Second class gathers in the most humorous classroom, which has
a big astronaut version of Chairman Darwin hanging from the ceiling.

School of Fish.
The UKG class is directed by Ms. Aneesha in their brightly decorated undersea classroom.
Bible stories were the inspiration for every classroom design.
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ACADEMICS
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CURIOUS KINDERGARTEN

Starting something new is not always easy, as the kindergarten kids experienced this year. With new

teachers and new routines, the Kindergarten kids often cried for the whole morning! But with the help

of older helpers like Joshmitha from 5th class, the students started thriving. She says, “I like to help in

UKG. I volunteer every day because all the kids are so beautiful and they make me laugh.” Kindergarten
students loved playing with toys, visiting the snack shop, and learning how to write the alphabets. With
the help of their teachers and helpers like Joshmitha, the initial tears transformed into smiles.
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BIOLOGY

Biology class is a time to break free from the average note-taking and get real experience doing

science experiments. The 6th class students had a day of creative learning. The 8th graders viewed
cells with microscopes, and sketched images of plant cells, animal cells, and bacteria. These skills
will equip all the future scientists and doctors from Riverside School!
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LANGUAGES OF LOVE

The Language Classes
Hindi, Telegu, and English are opportunities for students to empower themselves with the knowledge of
the Indian National Language, the regional language, and an International language. It can be difficult

for students to learn all 46 letters of Hindi and all 60 of Telegu, so Mrs. Suvarna and Mrs. Sarah made

models of each letter out of clay to display on the board. No student could escape the laborious task of
copying lines for homework, but these skills will come to good use one day for the future leaders surely
to come from this school! Riverside students will be fluent in many languages!
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MULTIPLYING KNOWLEDGE

Mathematics presented challenges for some, but students knew that the key to success

is in math class. The teacher, Ms. Ramya, has math skills that range from computer software

knowledge to complex calculus problems. Math class was especially important for the upperclassmen
that wanted to pursue engineering in the future, which was almost half of the students!
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MUSIC FROM THE SOUL

It’s a blessing to have Mr. Pholkan teach new ways to worship God through music lesssons. Assemblies are
a chance for students to show each other all their new musical skills.
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SPECIAL GUESTS

Summer of 2015 Riverside School was blessed with a diverse group of visitors that enriched the

educational environment. Surely, it was a time to build friendships from around the world. A group of

friends from the US, the Philipines, New Delhi, and Mori visited on Independence Day. Pastor Kay from

the US gave a womanhood seminar that talked about what it means to be a woman of God. Medical

students from Simpson University gave a health seminar that used Biblical perspective about science.

Combining science and faith is a unique blessing that is only offered by Riverside School. In December

2015, Riverside School had another group of visitors from the US, Russia, and the UK. Chariman Darwin
brought a group of executives to launch the Smart Village initiative, which will be developed further in

2016. Throughout the years, Riverside has hosted several visitors, many have traveled from many miles,
and others are local, but everyone makes a great effort to spend time with Riverside staff and students.
Each visitor has made an impact and has contributed to what Riverside is today.
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SUMMER MISSIONS TEAM 2015 (AZUSA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY)

PASTOR GERRY & KAY WILSON

SUMMER MISSIONS TEAM 2015, SIMPSON UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF NURSING
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UC BERKELEY TEAM

DENTIST INTERNS (NEW DELHI) & CARLY HANSEN, OVERSEAS MISSIONARY
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SMART VILLAGE TEAM REPRESENTING, UNITED STATES, RUSSIA, UNITED KINGDOM, & INDIA

Marion & Russel Pyle, Board Members since 2011, a blessing to
Riverside School

Chaplain Josh Watson, laid the foundation for Bible
Teaching at Riverside
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CLOSING & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The first volume of The Blessed Journey is themed "Reflections of the Past, Visions of the Future." God's hand has intricately
formed this place from the shared visions of many contributors. You as students have experienced the realization of visions
that began long before your enrollment. The name of the yearbook was selected because every subsequent edition will
chronicle the journey of God's blessings at Riverside for years to come. This book was written and conceptualized by Carly
Hansen, who produced The Blessed Journey Volume 1 during her stay at Riverside School from May 28th through August
24th, 2015. The book layout was designed by Adriana Macias, University of California, Berkeley. Photos for The Blessed
Journey were courtesy of Carly Hansen, Anna Apa, Tristan Gaspi, and Adriana Macias. The theme was selected by Carly
Hansen and Joice Lazhsan.
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Special thanks to Chairman Darwin for following God's calling and making it into a reality that serves hundreds of students
and their families. Thank you to Ms. Joice Lazhsan and Headmaster Kishore for guiding the school through another successful
year. All the teachers deserve appreciation for the hard work they put into showing Christ in the classroom. Thank you to the
Subbamma Christian Hospital Staff for maintaining the health of the people of this organization. Ms. Martha Nalli, this school
would not be possible without your dedication to the daily needs; so a big thank you to you. To our administrator, Mr. Sailo
Bongte, much gratitude for dedicating to servant leadership. A heartfelt thanks goes to all the teachers and staff who tirelessly
dedicated their days to molding the students into knowledgeable and faithful citizens. Endless appreciation goes to the board
members for Project India Compassion Trust for your continued guidance of the whole organization. To our International
Principal, Mr. Matthew Sanders, thank you for dedicating to teacher development and to the overall vision. Pastors Gerry and
Kay Wilson, thank you for your spiritual care. A heartfelt thanks goes to every student, parent, guardian, community member,
donor, sponsor, and prayer warrior that keeps the campus full of life every day.
Most importantly, thanks be to God our Father for giving us another year at Riverside School.
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I AM FROM MORI TOO...
“If I can do it – you can do it with the grace of God
and by lifting up the Name of Jesus”
-Prof. Solomon Darwin, Executive Director, Center for Corporate Innovation, UC Berkeley

“Thus saith the LORD, Let not the wise man glory in his wisdom, neither let the mighty
man glory in his might, let not the rich man glory in his riches: But let him that glorieth
glory in this, that he understandeth and knoweth me, that I am the LORD which exercise
lovingkindness, judgment, and righteousness, in the earth” Jeremiah 9:23-24
“Some trust in chariots, and some in horses: but we will remember the name of the Lord
our God. They are brought down and fallen: but we are risen, and stand upright”
Psalm 20: 7-8
Solomon Darwin, 1966

Presented “The Berkeley Award” to Warren
Buffett, the world’s richest man, 2007.

Invited the Speaker of the House of India’s Parliament to Riverside School,
Mr. Balayogi applauds the work of Project India, 2002.

Represented UC Berkeley at the President’s Annual Innovation
Round Table to provide input and advice, 2015 & 2016. Presented
“The Garwood Award” to the President of India, 2015.

Established the first Open Innovation Center to enhance
Indian Education at Andhra University with full support from
Honorable Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh. Undertaken
special project commissioned by the Chief Minister of Andhra,
“Prototyping Scalable Smart Villages” in East Godavari, 2016.
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BLESSINGS STARTED WITH A GIFT FROM GOD -AN ANSWER
TO SUBBAMMA’S PRAYER FOR A SON

God’s Gift.
Subamma’s new born son, Dr. Raju (seated at the center, front row) was dedicated at the American Baptist Church in Burma - 1934

It all started with the hopelessness of a child bride, a barren woman in her mid-30’s, a woman
married to a man 20 years her elder, one who was rejected by her family and her community...
but God reached out and made her a blessing bringing hope to many.
•

Her curse of barrenness was lifted

•

Her prayer was answered

•

Her talents were multiplied

•

Her business endeavors prospered

•

Her future was secure in God’s plans for Riverside School

You were a part of this plan from the very beginning.
“For I know the plans I have for you,’ declares the Lord, ‘plans to prosper you and not to harm
you, plans to give you hope and a future.” Jeremiah 29:11

WE ARE BLESSED TO HAVE YOU AT RIVERSIDE SCHOOL!
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DEDICATION

This yearbook is dedicated to the
woman of God, Subbamma. Her
legacy continues in Mori. Today,
thousands of children have fulfilled
their dreams because of her
whole-hearted devotion to God.
Riverside students live joyful lives
because one woman was obedient
to the call of God. Her life has
changed the lives of many.
“Not many wise according to the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are called. But God has chosen the
foolish things of the world to put to shame the wise, and God has chosen the weak things of the world to put to
shame the things which are mighty; and the base things of the world and the things which are despised God
has chosen, and the things which are not, to bring to nothing the things that are, that no flesh should glory in
His presence.” - 1 Corinthians 1: 26-29
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AUTOGRAPHS

PROJECT INDIA COMPASSION TRUST
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